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INTRODUCTION TO NUMERICAL METHODS
LAB3a:   LINEAR SYSTEMS – DIRECT METHODS
Matlab provides a library of built-in functions for numerical linear algebra (for a list of these functions, type 
help matfun or doc matfun in the Matlab command window). Many Matlab functions returns different outputs 
depending on the way they are called. Hence, before using a function, it is suggested to read the help for that 
function by typing, in the command window, help functionname or doc functionname.
• The Matlab function lu computes the Gauss factorization with partial pivoting by rows of a matrix A. The  
syntax is:   [L,U,P] = lu(A)  and returns the lower triangular matrix L, the upper triangular matrix U and the  
permutation matrix P such that  PA = LU. 
• The Matlab function chol computes the Cholesky factorization of a symmetric positive definite matrix A. 
The syntax is:   H = chol(A)
• The Matlab function det computes the determinant of a square matrix A. The syntax is: d = det(A). The 
function relies on the factorization LU. In fact, the determinant is computed by observing that: det(A) = 
det(L) * det(U) = det(U).
• The Matlab function  inv computes the inverse of  a square matrix A. The syntax is:  B = inv(A). The 
function relies on the factorization LU, by observing that: A-1 = U-1 * L-1.
• The Matlab command \ (type help slash or doc slash in the command window for help on the command) 
allows to solve a linear system Ax = b. The solution is computed by the Cholesky factorization if A is  
positive definite, by the Gaussian elimination if A is indefinite, by forward or backward substitution if A is 
lower or upper triangular, respectively. The syntax is: x = A \ b.
a)
In Matlab, implement the backward and forward substitution algorithms for solving linear systems with lower  
and upper triangular coefficients matrix (create two Matlab functions backsub and forsub), then test the code on 
sample triangular systems with known solution (create a function  gen_LS_triang that generates a triangular 
system with known solution).
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b)
In Matlab, implement the Gaussian Elimination Method (GEM) for solving linear systems with generic (non-
singular) coefficients matrix (create a Matlab functions  GEM), then test the code on  sample systems with 
known solution (create a function gen_LS_generic that generates a generic system with known solution).
